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A method for solving theLiouville—von Neumannequationis presented.The action of operatorsis calculatedlocally in
coordinateand/or momentumrepresentation.The Fast Fourier Transform(FFT) is usedto passback and forth between
coordinate and momentum representations,this transformation preservingall exact commutationrelations. The time
propagationis calculatedby a Chebychevexpansionof thetime evolutionoperator.The accuracyand convergenceproperties
of the method are investigatedand comparedwith an exactly solvable model problem. Accurate convergedresults are
obtainedusinga phasespaceboundaryslightly exceedingtheminimum theoreticalvalue. Efficiency is attainedby thenatural
vectorizationoptionsprovided by the algorithm.A typical non-trivial applicationis presented,namely,thesplitting up of the
probability density of a non-purestateinto transmittedandreflectedbranchesdue to scatteringoff a potentialbarrier.

1. Infroduction tation of measurementin quantum mechanical
systems[1]. The density operatoris the counter-

The Liouville—von Neumann equation is the part of the classicaldistribution function [5—7].
basic framework unifying the quantummechani- The same operator emergesfrom the quantum
cal and statistical descriptions of matter. This mechanicalreduceddescription of open systems.
frameworkis the only onepermitting a consistent In general,these systemscannotbe describedby
treatmentof the transitionfrom a purestateinto a wavefunctions[8,9]. The densityoperator is also
mixture. Such transitions are central in the de- the most convenient means of collecting all
scnptionof the quantummechanicalmeasurement parametersof interest for an experimentalset-up
process[1] or in the decayof a systemto thermal andof describingtheir behaviour[10].
equilibrium [2]. Some physical examplesin which the density

This work presentsa direct numerica~solution operator has been utilized are sketchedbelow *~

of the Liouville—von Neumannequation. This The wealth of physical problems indicates the
meansthat realisticphysicalsystemsare amenable importanceof havinga generalmethodfor solving
to exact treatment. Moreover, this solution may the time evolutionof the densityoperator.
serve as a benchmark for various approximate In the description of thermodynamic equi-
methods. libnum, the densityoperatoris time independent

In quantumstatistical mechanics,the state of and assumesthe canonical or grand canonical
an ensembleof identical subsystemsis completely form. In theseexpressionsthe absolutetempera-
specifiedby the density operator ~. Expectation ture and the chemicalpotentialof an ensemblein
valuesof an observableare fully determinedby
the relation: (A) = tr{,3A}. This statementcon-
stitutesthe foundationof the axiomatic descrip- * Only referencesnot explicitly cited in ref. [9] arespecifiedin

tion of quantummechanics[3,4] andthe interpre- thedescriptionof theseexamples.
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thermodynamicalequilibrium are naturally de- have gainedpopularity in recent years.The ad-
fined, vantageof such methodsis the ability to monitor

The density matrix has also been extensively the dynamicsinstantaneously,resulting in physi-
used for many-bodysystems,suchas atoms,mole- cal insight.However,if only asymptoticresultsare
cules and nuclei. In the study of these systems, desired,such a method may be expensive.In the
various techniqueshave emergedfor systemsat framework of the time-dependentSchrodinger
absolute zero temperature.In particular, mean- equation,appropriate for describingpure states,
field techniques, such as Hartree—Fock and numerousstudieshaveappeared.Only a few are
Thomas—Fermiapproximations,haveutilized re- mentioned here: (a) finite-difference techniques
ducedone-bodydensityoperators. havebeenintroducedto study reactive scattering

In solid state physics, both equilibrium and [20,21], and electronic excitation [22]; (b) semi-
transportproblemshavebeentreatedby meansof classical time-dependentmethodshandling pure-
the densityoperator.The diamagnetismof many- statewave packetshavefound many applications
electronsystems,such as conductingor semicon- [23,24]; (c) pseudo-spectralmethodshave been
ducting solids, is a typical exampleof equilibrium developed[25—27]and applied to moleculardy-
problems.Transport(non-equilibrium)processes, namicsandsurfacescattering[28]; (d) the Lanczos
suchaselectricalconductivity,havereceivedmuch algorithm has been utilized in the frameworkof
attentionin solid statephysics.In thesetransport time-dependentmethods [29]. To summarize,
problems,the weak-couplinglimit, for which the time-dependentcalculationsof pure-stateevolu-
equilibrium density operator is a good approxi- tion havebecomeestablished[30,31].
matingentity [11,12],hasoften beenintroduced. The propagationin timeof the densityoperator

It is worth mentioning the applications to is dictated by the Schrodingerpicture Liouville—
polarizationof light and angular correlation ex- von Neumannequationof motion:
periments.In the descriptionof theseexperiments,
the densityoperatoris used to refer to only those -~ = — i L13, (1.1)
degreesof freedom that are studied experimen- t

tally. A small numberof relevantdegreesof free- where L is the differential superoperator;atomic
domis also characteristicof resonanceandrelaxa- units are used throughoutthe text, which implies
tion phenomena.Forinstance,thetheoryof masers h = 1. The formal solution of this equationfor a
andmaser-likedeviceshasbeendiscussedin terms time-independentL reads:
of the densityoperator.Otherexamplesof relaxa-
tion phenomenainclude the absorptionof micro- ~(t) = U(t)~ô(0)= e”~’p(0), (1.2)
wave radiation in a gas and the Bloch nuclear

whereU is the time evolutionsuperoperator.
induction equation.Vast applicationsin electron

• . The form of L dependson the propertiesof the
andnuclearmagneticresonancesexist [13]. •

systemconsidered.For an isolated (closed)physi-More recently, the densityoperatorhas been • • .

• . cal system, the time evolution is reversible.This
usedfor the descnptionof atomsandmoleculesin • • • . . •

• . imphesthat the variationin time is determinedby
strongelectromagneticfields [14]. Resonancefluo- • . . •a umtary dynamicalgroup,i.e. U is umtary. As is
rescenceand resonanceRaman obtained tn the •

• . . well known [1,32], for a unitary evolution L is
presenceof intense fields havebeendescnbedin

• given bythe tetradicformalism.
The maximum entropy approachfor systems LH~= [~l,~1’ (1.3)

not in equilibrium [151hasbeenusedto definethe
densityoperator for a contractedset of relevant where H is the Hamiltonian operatorof the sys-
observables.Approximationsto this approachhave tern. Openquantummechanicalsystems,however,
utilized algebraic methods[16] and variational exhibit irreversiblebehaviourwith respectto time
techniques[17—19]. evolution, suchbehaviourbeing a consequenceof

Time-dependentquantummechanicalmethods the interactionwith the externalworld. To obtain
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equationsof motion for the open systemalone, a erator structureof the Liouville equationin par-
reduceddescription of the dynamicsis required ticular. Quantummechanicalequationsof motion
[9,32]. A basic ingredientof the reductionproce- are difficult to solve due to: (a) The need for a
dureis the assumptionthat the total evolutionof simultaneousglobal description of space and
the systemand its environment is Hamiltonian momentum.This numericaleffort scaleswith the
(unitary). A directconsequenceof this assumption volume of phasespace needed to describe the
is that the reduceddynamicsfollows an evolution system,divided by h. (b) The quantumequations
law correspondingto a completelypositive semi- of motion involve operatorsas opposedto scalars
group [33,34]. A differential description of the in classicalmechanics,the non-commutativena-
equation of motion (1.1) for open systems is ture of theseoperatorscomplicating the solution.
equivalent to no preservationof past events for (c) Characteristictime scalesof the propagation
future evolution (no memory). Lindblad [33] has are limited by the maximum energy accommo-
shown that a completely positive semi-group datedin the systemaccordingto the time—energy
evolution, together with the “no memory” as- uncertaintyprinciple. This is in contradistinction
sumption leads to completely dissipative dy- to the local relationsfound in classicalmechanics.
namics. Moreover,he derivesthe structureof the In additionto thesedifficulties, the Liouville—von
Liouville differential superoperator Neumannequation (1.1) posesfurther problems.

These include a double dirnensionality of the

—iLD,3=~~([W,S, ~ + [j.~., ~~t]), (1.4) equationof motion as comparedwith the time-
J ‘ ‘ dependentSchrodingerequation,aswell as a more

complicateddifferentialsuperoperator.Despitethe
where areoperatorsfrom the Hilbert spaceof abovedifficulties, quantummechanicalequations
the opensystembeing considered.Specialsolvable of motion are linear. This fact is exploited to the
examplessuch as the weak-couplinglimit [32,35] utmostin the solutionpresentedin this work.
and the singular bath case [36,37] in which the It is desirablethat a numericalalgorithmchosen
reduceddynamicsis solved explicitly, exhibit the to solve the Liouville—von Neumannequationpre-
form of eq.(1.4).The dissipativecharacterof open serve the commutationrelations as well as the
systemsdictatesa more involved solution of the time—energyuncertaintyrelation. It is clear from
equationof motion (1.1). Thus to keep the argu- eqs. (1.3), (1.4) that the commutationrelations
ment clear,a detaileddescriptionof opensystems play a centralrole. The discretizationmethodpre-
is postponed[38]. sentedin this work maintainsthe correctcommu-

As statedpreviously,we are aiming at a direct tation relationsin the discrete world. Moreover,
numericalsolutionof the Liouville—von Neumann the propagationschemepreservesthe time—energy
equation(1.1). The following requirementsshould uncertaintyprinciple.
be fulfilled by the numerical approach: (i) The In our algorithm, the discretizationof the Hil-
solution shouldbe generalandflexible. Thismeans bertspaceis doneby a pseudospectral(or colloca-
that variousphysicalsystemsmaybe handledand tion) method. In this schemethe approximated
potentials,massesand other physical parameters entity matchesthe true valueon a set of discrete
may bechangedwith ease.(ii) The solution should points, while values in between points are ob-
be numerically accurate. Convergenceof the tamedby interpolation.Usually, the Liouville su-
numerical method should be fast. (iii) The al- peroperatoris constructedout of local operators
gorithrn shouldbe efficient. Efficiency permits the in coordinaterepresentation,e.g. the potentialop-
simulation of realisticphysical systems. erator, and non-local ones such as the kinetic

As far aswe know, no directnumericalmethod energyoperator.However, the kinetic energy op-
for the solution of the Liouville—von Neumann eratoris local in momentumrepresentation.In the
equation(1.1) hasbeenattempted.This is a conse- discrete world used in this work, all operator
quence of the inherent difficulties of quantum actions as well as commutation relations are
mechanicalequationsin generaland the superop- calculatedlocally. The transformationfrom coor-
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dinateto momentumrepresentationis achievedby Once the numerical algorithm is checked,its
discrete Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [39] al- relation to analytic solutions is reversed. The
gorithm. This transformationmaintainsthe basic numericalsolution can be used to check analytic
commutationrelation of position and momentum approximations.Recently the local harmonicap-
in the discreteworld [40]. Thus, all commutation proximationfor the Landau—Tellercase,as well as
relations in eqs. (1.1)—(1.4) are preserved.More- a variational self-consistentapproximation [44]
over, the use of the FFT device is the sourceof the havebeendeveloped.The method evolved hereis
numerical efficiency of the method. The FFT is almost the only way of checking the validity of
ideally suited to vector and parallel processing theseapproximations.
incorporatedin moderncomputers[41—43].

The time propagationof the densityoperatoris
carriedout by a truncatedpolynomial expansion 2. Theoretical considerations
of the evolutionsuperoperator:

e~”= ~a,?Pfl( —iLl), (1.5) The physical and mathematicalpropertiesof

the densityoperatorand the Liouville—von Neu-

where a,, are the expansioncoefficients and ~ mann equation have a direct influence on the
are polynomialsof degreen. This expansionex- structureof the method. Therefore,a surveyof
ploits the fact that L is a linear time-independent thesepropertiesand their relationto physical and

mathematicalconceptsencounteredin this work,superoperator.For a Hamiltonian conservative
evolution (unitary U), the eigenvaluesof L are is presented.
real. For the time-dependentSchrodingerequa- The propertiesof the densityoperator~ follow
tion, a Chebychevpolynomial expansionof the from its physical interpretationas the analogof
evolution operatorhasshown exponentialconver- the classicalprobabilitydensity. According to this
gence.This propertycarries over to the non-dis- interpretation, the eigenvaluesare probabilities
sipative Liouville superoperatorin eq. (1.3). For meaningthat ~ is Hermitian,positivedefinite and
the dissipativeevolutionfor which the eigenvalues normalizedto one:
of L are complex, a different polynomial expan- tr{ ~ } = 1. (2.1)
sion has been devised and will be presented
elsewhere[38]. Thedesiredflexibility of a numeri- Moreover,
cal approachis naturallyacquiredby the method,
as the discretization schemeallows an easy re- tr~~2 } ~ (2.2)
placementof potentials,massesandotherphysical
parameters.Thecombinationof the Fourier repre- A dispersion-freedensityoperatoris calleda pure
sentation of Hubert space and the polynomial state. For such a state only one eigenvalue is
expansionof the time propagationsuperoperator different from zero, which correspondsto the
results in an exponentiallyconvergentschemefor equality in eq.(2.2). A mixed statecorrespondsto
the solution of the Liouville—von Neumannequa- the inequality in (2.2), equivalently the entropy
tion. S = — tr{ ~ log ~ } is positive.The inequality (2.2)

In order to checkthe method a few pilot ana- imposesa limitation on all elementsof the density
lytically solvable caseshave been studied. The operatorin any representation.
solutions of these serve to check the predicted In this work, two equivalentrepresentationsare
convergenceand efficiency of the algorithm. In utilized for the descriptionof ~, namely thoseof
addition, they guaranteethe technical correctness the free particle in coordinate and momentum
of the numericalcodes. The analyticalexamples space:
chosenhavebeen solvedby an algebraicmethod
adopted from the work of Alhassid and Levine p(~,x’) = (x x’),
[16]. p(k, k’)=(kI~Ik’). (2.3)
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The transformationfrom x- to k-spaceis defined in known functions i~, where N is the number of
by the free-particleplanewaves: collocation points. In the collocation method the

1 approximatefunction uN(x) coincideswith the
(x I k) = —~==- e””. (2.4) exact function u(x) at a set of discretesampling

V
2IT pointsx

0, xi,..., XN_i.

From eq.(2.4) the transformationfrom coordinate
spaceto momentumspaceof the densityoperator uN(xI) = u(x1), j=0 N—i. (2.8)
becomes:

This matching determinesthe expansioncoeffi-p(k, k ) = ff(k I x)(x I p1 x )(x k ) dx dx cients a~.The solution at otherpoints is obtained

(2.5) by interpolation. The choice of the free-particle
planewaves in eq. (2.4) is translatedin the dis-

or: creterepresentationinto

p(k, k’) = ~ff dx dx’ e’~p(x, x’) e~’x’. — 2~ixk

~k(x)—e

Equation(2.5) is recognizedas a combinationof a k = — (N/2 — 1) 0 N/2 (2 9)
forward and a backwardFourier transform. The
inversetransformationfrom momentumto coordi-
natespacehasa similar form: wherehere k is the discretemomentumas well as

the expansionindex in eq. (2.9). The coefficients

p(x x’) = I I(xIk)(kI~Ik’)<k’Ix’) dk dk’, ak are determinedby the discreteFourier trans-
-‘ ‘ form. For equidistantsamplingpoints thesecoef-

1 ficients read:
p(x, x’) = ~—ffdk dk’ e’~p(k,k’) eLk

(2 6) N/2
ak = ~ u(x,) e

2”~. (2.10)
The transformationspresentedin eqs. (2.5) and 1= —(N/2--1)

(2.6) are at the heart of the method presented
here.Thesetransformationspermit the local calcu- This choice of expansionis called the Fourier
lationsof the operatorcommutationrelations, method.

Periodic boundary conditions in coordinate The functionsencounteredin quantummecha-
spaceare imposedon theunderlyingHilbert space. nicsare approximatelyband-limitedandare semi-
In addition, a cutoff in momentumspaceis intro- local (having nearly finite support) [45]. Gaussian
duced, equivalent to a limit on the maximum functions, appearingin many physical situations
kinetic energy.As a consquenceof the uncertainty suchas in coherentstatesor in semiclassicalmeth-
principle, the cutoff in momentumand the pen- ods, constitute a well-known example of these
odic boundaryconditionsimply a discretizedrep- functions. The Whittaker—Kotel’nikov---Shannon
resentationin coordinatespacewith a grid dis- sampling theorem [46—49]states that a band-
placementdefinedby i~Xkm~= ‘rr. Mathematically limited function is fully specified if the function
this physically motivated discretizationschemeis valuesare givenat a discrete,sufficiently denseset
equivalentto a pseudo-spectralcollocationmethod of equally spacedsamplingpoints. This implies
[45]. In the pseudo-spectralmethod a function that the value at a point betweenthe sampling
u(x) in Hubert space is representedby a trun- points canbe interpolatedwith any desiredaccu-
catedseries racy. An importantconsequenceof the sampling

N—i theorem is exponential convergencein the ap-
uN(x) = ~ a,i~,(x) (2.7) proximationof functionsencounteredin quantum

1=0 mechanics[46].
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In the Fourierdiscretizationscheme~ is repre- having the discreterepresentation:
sentedas:

I k~
1~°°p

01 . .1 R(k, k’)
~(x, x’) {p,~} P10 P~ ‘ ‘

:i Fk~/2m 0 .1
= i~x, x’ =j~x. (2.11) 0 k~/2m . . . (2.17)

Dealing with a finite matrix representationof ~ : : :1
thereare altogetherN

2 complex matrix elements
p,

1, that is 2N
2 parameters.This numberis re- In the discreterepresentationsthe communication

relations inherentin the Liouville superoperator
ducedby a factor of 2 becauseof the Hermiticity

are calculatedin the following way. For thepoten-
of ~ and reducedby 1 becauseof the normaliza-
tion condition (2.2), so that thereare N2 — 1 inde- tial part:
pendentparameters[9,10]. Expectationvalues of [~2,~]= — ~j2, (2.i8)
observablesin thisdiscreteworld are obtainedby:

(Vp),
1= ~ VJj~J~J= ~ r’~IkPkJ = V,p,1, (2.19)

(2.12) k k

where~5Ais the matrix productof theoperatorsin (pV),1= ~P,kVkJ = ~P,kVt8kJ = piJVJ,
the discreterepresentation. k k

Dealing specifically with the unitary Liouville which leadsto:
superoperator(1.3), onenotesthat all eigenvalues
of L are real. Theseeigenvaluescorrespondto ([~~j). = ~ — p11v~= (j,ç — v,)p,~. (2.20)
energydifferences,to the exclusionof unobserva-
ble absoluteenergiesappearingin the Schrodinger Commutation relations in momentum space for
equation.As is clear from eq. (1.3) the operation the kinetic energyoperatortakethe local form:
of L implies the use of a commutatorwith the
Hamiltonian ~: ([ii, ~])~= (i~o— pj~)~= -~-—(k,~— kfl~11,

1=1+1(x), (2.13) (2.21)

where 1~is the kinetic energy operatorand V ~5 where O designatestheFourier-transformedoper-
the potential energyoperator.The potential oper- ator (coordinateto momentum),which is also the
atoris diagonalin coordinatespace: momentumrepresentationof the operator.Clearly

V(x, x’) = (xI1~Ix’) = V(x)8(x—x’). [ST, ~] and [k, ~] are traceless.
(2.14) The variation in time of observablesfollows

from the time dependenceof the densityoperator
Therefore,a discretecoordinaterepresentationis in the SchrOdingerpicture as shownin eq. (2.12).
appropriatefor the potential operator: The Liouville—von Neumannequation(i .1) dic-

tates the time evolution of ,S(t). For a unitary
F V~ 0 - .1 evolution L~= —i[H,], not only is the trace of

x, x’) { V18,~} [0 ~ ‘j, (2.15) ~ preservedin time, but the trace of any ana-
lytic function of ~5is conservedas well. Specifi-
cally, tr{ ~2 ~ = constantand the entropyS = — tr

while the kinetic energy operator is diagonal in (~ln ~3} is constant.The conservationof both
k-space: thesefunctions indicatesthat no dissipationmay

1~(k,k’) = (kI(k
2/2m) 1k’) occur in the unitary evolution[1]. This property is

routinely usedas a crosscheckon the results.The
= (k2/2m)6 (k — k’) (2.16) mathematicaldefinition of the formal solution
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(1.2) for ~(t) containsa powerseriesin —iLt. The where ~= —iLt/R, ~(X) = I and ~X) = X.
existenceof this expansionrelies on L being a A similar approachhas beenused for the Schrö-
bound superoperator,i.e. all its eigenvaluesare dingerequation[53,54].
finite. It follows from the Campbell—Baker—
Hausdorff formula [50] and the existenceof the
powerexpansion,that for time-independentHam- 3. Developmentof the basicalgorithm
iltonians p(t) = e lHt~o(0)elHt The invariance in
time of the trace of analytic functions of ~ for The presentsection is intended as a compre-
unitary evolution follows directly from this last hensivedescriptionof the algorithm. The method
relation. has a modular structurewell suited for parallel

A truncatedTaylor expansionof U( t) = e— I Lt andvectorcomputing,which guarantiesflexibility
could be used,in principle, to propagate~3.How- in the choiceof physical systems.At the heartof
ever, the Taylor seriesexpansionconvergesfastest the algorithmis thecalculationof theactionof the
near the origin. The rangeof the eigenvaluesof Liouville superoperatorL, this operation being
the superoperator— i Lt is spannedon the imagi- performedrepeatedlyfor each time step. As this
naryaxis far from the origin. As the propagation actionis rate-determining,it shouldbe performed
proceeds,increasing t, this range is linearly ex- with the utmostefficiency. The Liouville superop-
tended. Consequently, a uniformly convergent eratorshould work on operatorswith the dimen-
seriesexpansionis needed.The situationis analo- sions of f3. The representationof theseoperators
gousto the polynomialexpansionof the function may result in very large matrices. However, the
eJx, for which the Chebychevpolynomial is best designof the algorithmminimizes the numberof
suited, i.e. out of all possiblepolynomial expan- such operatorsneededfor the propagation,thus
sions the maximum error is minimal for the reducingstoragerequirements.The algorithm is
Chebychevone[51]. Using the Chebychevexpan- divided into the following steps:
sion the approximateevolutionoperator(eq. (1.5))
reads: A. Initiation:

[A. 1] DiscretizingtheHilbert spaceof thesystem.
M

e~lt ~ a,,~,,(—iLt/R), (2.22) [A.2J Initiation ofthe timepropagation.
[A.3] Preparingan initial densityoperator.
B. Propagationcycle.’

where: a,, = 2J,(R) for n ~ 0 and a0 = J0(R), ~ [B.1] The operationof the Liouville superoperator.
being the Bessel function of the first kind and R [B.2] Propagatingin time.
beingthe areain energy—timephasespacedescrib- [B.3] Analyzingintermediateresults.
ing the evolution of the system.R is estimatedas C. Final analysis.
the product of time by the upper bound of the
range of eigenvaluesof L (representedon the
grid):

A. Initiation
R = (Vmax — Vmin + k~,/2m)t (2.23)

(for a one-dimensionalgrid). The radius of con- The initiation step consistsof preparing the
vergenceR in (2.23) determinesthe effectivenum- modulesneeded for the time propagationcycle.
ber M of Chebychevpolynomialsin (2.22), the The physical propertiesof the systemdictate the
reasonbeingthat the Besselexpansioncoefficients initialization procedures. The relevant physical
a~decayexponentiallywhentheir order n is larger parametersare the geometricalsizeof the system,
than their argumentR [52].

4~are the complex themaximumof themomentumallowed,the range
Chebychevpolynomialscalculatedby their recur- of kinetic and potential energyand the time step
sionrelation: in which the systemis monitored.However, these

parametersmay be updatedaccordingto the inter-
4,,(X) ~ (2.24) mediateresultsof the propagationcycle.
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[A. 1] Discretizing theHilbert spaceof thesystem spaceand by increasing this volume (increasing
The geometryof the configurationspaceis first N), convergencecan be checked.As statedin the

determinedby the rangeof the potential in each theoretical description and demonstratedin the
degree of freedom. As will become clear later, examples,the convergencewith N is exponential
reducingthe dimensionalityusing symmetrycon- [45].
siderationsis very beneficial,the numericaleffort On this discreteHilbert space,operatorssuch
being crucially dependenton the dimensionality as the density operator ~, are representedas
of the problem.Theinitial densityoperatorshould matrices.As explainedundereq. (2.11) the num-
be containedin the rangeof configurationspace. ber of independentparametersfor Hermitian op-
Moreover,this shouldalso be true for the propa- eratorson this Hilbert spaceis N2, the Hermitian
gated density operator which shouldnot extend property permitting a reduction of storageby a
over the boundaryof configuration space. If a factorof two. Localoperatorsin eithercoordinate
situation occurs in which the density operator or momentumrepresentationsare diagonal and
evolvesover this edge,the rangeof configuration therefore have only N independentparameters,
spacemay be dynamicallyupdated. examplesof suchlocal operatorsbeing the kinetic

In order to deal with a finite phasespace,a and potential energy. Once the discretizationis
cutoff in momentum has to be introduced, the set, theseoperatorsare constructedand storedfor
valueof this cutoff dependingon the initial spread usein the propagationcycle.
of momentumfor the processand the maximum In consideringrealistic problems, the density
momentumtransferinducedby thepotential.Once operatormay propagatetowardsthe edgeof the
the sizeof configurationspace1 and the momen- finite phasespace so that an obvious solution
tum cutoff Pmax are fixed in eachdegreeof free- would be to increasethe size of the phasespace.
dom, the total volume of phase space is given Usually, the repulsive part of the potential pre-
accordingto: vents the operator~ from reachingthe boundary,

V I — ‘1. (3 1 ~ but beyondthe repulsivewall, the classically for-o ume — Pmaxj’ ‘ ~ bidden region, the density operator diminishes

where I and Pmax’ respectively,are the vectorsof exponentially.The endof the grid shouldbe cho-
rangevaluesand momentumcutoffs in each de- sen such that this exponentialtail is smaller than
gree of freedom. The discretization schemeof the desiredaccuracy.Extendingphasespace fur-
phasespace is a consequenceof the usageof the ther in the repulsiveregionwould be wasteful.A
FFT algorithm, which imposesperiodicboundary semiclassicalestimateof the extent of tunneling
conditionson configurationspaceandequidistant can guide the placing of the end of the grid. An
samplingof phasespace.The samplingspacingis alternativeoption is to introducea physically un-
related to the maximum momentum(in one di- importantcut on the repulsivewing of the poten-
mension)via: tial, this cut reducingthe rangeof eigenvaluesof

‘Ti the Liouville superoperator.This, in turn, de-
= (3.2a) creasesthe numerical effort for the propagation

cycle as describedbelow and to compensatefor

The number of sampling points N is obviously this cut, the sizeof the forbiddenregionhasto be
l/~x. Usingeqs.(3.1) and(3.2): increased. These two contradicting tendencies

shouldbe optimized.
N = = = Volume (3.2b)

x ‘Ti [A.2] Initiation of the timepropagation

whereh is thePlanck’sconstant.This is in accord For eachphysical systema characteristictime
with the well-known statistical mechanicsresult scale exists, the total propagation time being
statingthat the size of a cell in quantummechani- estimatedwith regardto this time scale.Examples
cal phasespaceis h. In practice, the accuracyof of such natural time scalesare the lifetime of a
the method is controlled by the volume of phase target in a scatteringexperiment,a period of an
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oscillator, and the meanpassagetime in the ex- is described in modules [B.2] and [B.3] below.
perimental setup. Often, much information is Note that the traces on the rhs of eq. (3.4) are
gainedby inspectingthe dynamicsat intermediate time-independent.Therefore, the calculation of
time steps which refer to the time step t in eq. thesetracesis doneonly onceandstoredfor usage
(2.22) used in the propagationcycle. Equations with expansioncoefficients a~for a variety of
(2.22)—(2.24) define the propagationmethod. At intermediatetimes. The trace operationresultsin
the initiation stage, the radius of convergenceR a number;thus, the storagerequirementis negligi-
[cf. eq. (2.23)] is calculated.R may also be inter- ble. Thecoefficientsa,, and ~E are calculatedat
pretedas the volume of the time—energy“phase the initiation module for later use in the propa-
space”.Themaximumandminimumof thekinetic gation cycle [B.2] and [B.3].
and potential energy determining R have been
calculated in module [A.1]. Furthermore, the
volume in the time—energy“phase space” de- [A.3] Preparingan initial densityoperator

term nes the effective number M of Chebychev Pure initial density operators may be con-
polynomialsvia structed from their correspondingwavefunction

via:
M>R/h. (3.3)

In practice,theexpansioncoefficientsa,,,which p(x, x’) = ip(x)qi*(x’). (3.5)

are up to a factor Bessel functions J,,(R), are
calculatedfor all n ~ M. The last coefficient aM A discretization of ij.’ on the grid, which is an
hasto be smallerthan the predeterminedaccuracy eigenfunctionof H as defined in module [A.1],
criterionof the calculation.Thelarger the volume may be constructedas in ref. [54]. For unitary
R, the closerM is to the theoreticalvalue,cf. eq. evolution the pure state is of interest only for
(3.3). The reasonfor this is that the Besselexpan- technicalchecks.The relaxationof a purestate is
sioncoefficientsa,, decayexponentiallywhentheir studiedin a futurepaper[38].
order n is larger than their argumentR [52].Thus, Thermal initial statescan be constructedby a
for eachR thereis a “tail” of coefficientsneeded Bolzmann weighting of energyeigenstates.For a
for convergence.The desirefor efficiencyimposes few cases,e.g. the harmonic oscillator [55], this
the usageof long time steps as the numberof weighting proceduremay be obtainedin closed
“tails” usedin thecourseof thepropagationcycle form.
is reduced. Therefore, an inspection of inter- Most initial statesused in this work are of a
mediatetime stepsis expensive. Gaussiantype. A Gaussiandensity operator is

Despite the aforementionedconsiderationsas determinedexplicitly by the set of expectation
to the durationof the time step,expectationval- values: <~)(~)(~2) (~+~~)and (p2), The
ues of observables(0) may be monitored at a most general one-dimensionalGaussiandensity
finer time scalewithout a significant increasein operatorhas the form:
the numerical effort. It follows from eq. (2.22)
that: , ,,

p(x, x , t=0)=(xlplx )
(Ô)(t)=tr(O~(t)} =(xIexp(Xo+Xi~+X2p+As22

=~a,,tr{O~(—iL/z~E)~(O)}, (3.4) +A41/2(xp+px)+X5p) Ix’), (3.6)

where t~E= Vmax — Vmjn + k~,ax/2mis the range where X are the Lagrange coefficients. In the
of energy.The explicit calculationof the superop- appendixthe relationsbetweenthe Lagrangecoef-
eration of Chebychevpolynomials 4,,(— i L/~E) ficients and the expectationvaluesare displayed.
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For an initial coherentstate [55] which is a pure ationsto achieve this action on a given operator
Gaussianstatea simpler expressionexists[56]: O(x, x’) is as follows: (i) Performan FFT trans-

p(x, x’, t = 0) formation (3.8) on O and obtain Ô. (ii) Multiply
(0)~~by (i/2m) (k~— k~)for all i and j. (iii)

= {~~1h/~2exp(—ai[(x — (~))2 + ( , 2’ Back transformtheresult accordingto the inversex — <x)) I of eq. (3.8). (iv) Multiply (Ô)11 by ~ — ~ for all i
and j [as in eq. (2.20)] and add the result to the

+ ia2[x — <~))2 — (x’ — result of step(iii) to completethe Liouville action.

+i(p)(x_x’)}. (3.7)
[B. 2] Propagatingin time

Gaussianinitial densityoperatorshavebeenused The time propagationconsists of two main
in the examplesstudiedin this work, parts namely, the accumulationequation (2.22)

andthe recursionrelation(2.24) of the Chebychev
B. Propagationcycle polynomials. For each n in eq. (2.24), the

Thepropagationcycle constitutesthe time-con- çhebychevpolynomial of order n is calculatedrecursively using the Liouville action of [B.1]
suming stageof the algorithm. Therefore,invest- above. The propagateddensity operator is up-
mentin optimizing this module is mostbeneficial, datedby accumulatingthe recursiveresult multi-
Advantagecan be takenof modern parallel and plied by a,, into its current matrix representation.
vector computing, as the FFT algorithm may be The recurrencerelationrequirestemporarystorage
peformed in a parallel architecture[41—43].In matnces.
addition, the matrix andvectorrepresentationsof This procedureis repeatedfor all time steps
the operatorsenablevectorprocessing. until the total propagationtimeis reached.

[B.]] The operation of theLiouville superoperator
The unitary Liouville superoperatoraction is [B.3] Analyzing intermediateresults

defined in eq. (1.3) whereasin the discreterepre- As the densityoperatorcontainsall dynamical
sentation this action is performedaccording to information on the system, the time dependence
eqs. (2.20), (2.21). The local calculation of the of any observableof interest may be followed.
kinetic energy commutation relation, eq. (2.21), Using eq. (3.4) expectationvalues of dynamical
requires a mixed forward and backwarddiscrete observablesare accumulated.Dynamical informa-
Fourier transform: tion requiring significant storage,e.g. the Wigner

distribution function, is calculatedonly at the end
1 N-iN-i

ô(k , k’) = — ~ O(xm, x~) of each time interval and not at the finer time
J / 2’rr scales.

rn-’O n=O
Conservedquantitiessuchasthe energytr( ~3H}x exp[2iri( —fm/N+ In/N)], and the norm tr{p} are calculatedat each time

(3.8) step as a check on the accuracyof the propa-

for f = 0, 1,... N — 1 and 1 = 0, 1,... n — 1, which gation. The unitary propertyof the evolution is
also checkedby calculatingtr( ~52} as discussedinis the discretizedversion of eq. (2.5). A similar
the theoreticalconsiderations,section2.

equation results for the discrete analog of eq.
(2.6). In practice,eq. (3.8) is performedaccording
to the mixed RadixFFT algorithmof Temperton C. Final analysis
[57]. This method efficiently handlesthe non-con-
secutiveelementsmet in the backward—forward At this stageasymptoticvaluesof the quantities
FFT. analyzed in each time step are gathered.Care

The Liouville action is performedrepeatedlyas should be taken to assurethat the collision has
will be seenin [B.2] below.The sequenceof oper- beencompleted.
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4. The harmonic oscillator: comparingnwnerical For the pure-statecase, the algebraicform of
with analyticalresults the density operator (3.6) becomessingular and

the simpler form (3.7) is appropriate.The evolu-
The solutions of the Liouville—von Neumann tion in timeof thispurestateis determinedby the

equation(1.1),(1.3) for the harmonicoscillatorare equations[60]
known in closed form and are used to illustrate
the convergencepropertiesof the algorithm. The (x)~= <x)0 cos ~t + sin wt, (4.4)mw
numericalproceduremakesno useof the proper-
tiesof the harmonicoscillator. A Gaussianinitial (~)~= (~)~cos ~t — (x)0mwsin wi’,

density operator is propagatednumerically and and for the width parameters[61]
comparedwith its analytical counterpart.In ad-
dition,observablescalculatedaccordingtoeq. (3.4) mw ~~mw — a0 cot(wt) 1
are checkedagainst their analyticvalue, the pur- a, = — [a0 + ~mo.,cot(wt) j’ (4.5)
poseof thesecomparisonsbeing to confirm the
theoreticalclaims madein section 2 on the accu- The connectionbetween a and the expectation
racyof the numericalprocedure. valuesis given by the relation:

A convenientpresentationof the closed-form 0.25
(4.6)

solution to the harmonicoscillator is in terms of Im a = (2) — (x)
2

an algebraic formulation [58,16]. The dynamical
algebraof the operators f~.~, ~, may serve to and
define and propagatethe density operator.This 21 1/2
algebra,togetherwith its first envelopingfield, has Re a = [Im a(~(p2)— (p)2) — (Im a)
been usedto define the initial Gaussiandensity
operator(3.6). The Gaussianform of this stateis Discretizingthephasespaceis the startingpoint
maintainedin the courseof the time evolutionof of the algorithm. In order to check the conver-
the harmonicoscillator.This is a manifestationof genceof this representation,the Liouville equation
the algebraicstructure has been solvedwith various discretizationboxes

in phasespace.The frequencyand mass of the
2 oscillator hasbeenchosento simulatethe hydro-

[ii’ ~ = ~ /3~2~, (4.1) gen molecule.A mixed Gaussianinitial statecor-

respondingto eq. (3.6) hasbeenusedin all tested

where ñ is the Hamiltonian of the harmonic cases.Table1 summarizesthe physicalparameters
oscillator, { ~ } are f, ~, ~, and of the oscillator and the initial conditions. In

order to monitor the convergencein coordinate—
I~12= — i/rn, $21 = imw2. (4.2) momentumphasespaceonly, the propagationin

time has beenperformedwith the highestaccu-
The densityoperatorat time t has the functional
form (3.6) with the LagrangecoefficientsA, de-
pendenton time. The explicit time dependenceof Table I

the dynamicalobservablesgeneratingthe algebra Physical parametersandinitial conditionsof theoscillator
is given by [16,44] Physicalparameters

mass 911.5 au.

= exp(-j-~-at)<2)
0= ~(2)~, (43) 0.02

Initial conditions
<x(0)) 0.a.u.
(p(O)) 1.a.u.

where the ® denotesthe direct product[59]. The <x
2(0)> 0.1 au.

Lagrangecoefficients A evolve contra-gradiently <~(xp(0)+ px(0))> 0. au.

to the expectationvaluesin eq.(4.3) [16]. <p2(0)> 5. au.
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racy. Table 2(a) shows the convergenceof the varying the maximum momentum.The oscillator
method with respectto extendingphasespace in has beenpropagatedfor one cycle, meaningthat
the momentumdirection. This has beendone by all expectationvalueshaveto return to their initial
keepingthe grid length / = 4 a.u. constantwhile value. The last column in table 2 depicts the

Table2(a)
Convergenceof themethodwith respectto extendingphasespacein themomentumdirection

N 5 8 10 16 20 32 40
0.8 0.5 0.4 0.25 0.2 0.125 0.1
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 analytical

Pm~x 1.25~ 2~ l.SIT 41T
61T 8rr lOu

tr{p(0)) 0.908480 1.00074 1.0001 1. 1. 1. 0.999997 1.
tr{p(1)) 0.908478 1.00074 1.0001 0.999997 0.999997 0.999997 0.999997 1.

~K(0)) 0.001789 0.0027306 0.002742 0.00274273 0.00274273 0.00274273 0.00274273 0.00274273
(K(1)> 0.0018411 0.0092748 0.0071344 0.0063193 0.004144 0.00274949 0.00274274 0.00274273

(V(0)) 0.026850 0.0180292 0.0182262 0.018230 0.018230 0.018230 0.018230 0.018230
<V(1)) 0.026798 0.0114849 0.0138334 0.014534 0.0168287 0.018223 0.018230 0.018230

(H(0)) 0.0286392 0.0207598 0M209679 0.0209727 0.0209727 0.0209727 0.0209727 0.0209727
<H(1)) 0.0286391 0.0207598 0.0209679 0.0209727 0.0209727 0.0209727 0.0209727 0.0209727

tr{ p2(0)} 0.569338 0.795826 039071 0.790569 0.790569 0.790569 0.790569 0.790569
tr{p2(1)) 0.569335 0.795825 0.79071 0.790569 0.790569 0.790569 0.790569 0.790569

Err(av) 2.4X102 3.7X102 2.2x102 8.4x103 3.lxlO3 6.4x105 1.8x106
Err(max) 1.7X10~ 5.1 >< 10~ 4.5x10’ 1.1 x101 2.6x102 4.2x104 1.1 x105

For eachexpectationvalue, resultsare presentedat time t= 0 and t = 1, correspondingto onecycle of the oscillator.Err(av) is the
averageerror in theelementsof p with respectto theirexactvalue. Err(max) is themaximum error in theelementsof p with respect
to their exactvalue.

Table2(b)
Convergenceof the methodwith respectto extendingphasespacein thecoordinatedirection

N 5 8 10 16 20 32 40
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

1 .5 .8 1 1.6 2 3.2 4 analytical

Pmax IOu lOuu lOu lOuT lOuT lOu i0ur

tr(p(0)) 0.566944 0.7903099 0.883139 0.987906 0.998295 1. 0.999997 1.
tr(p(1)} 0.566943 0.7903099 0.883139 0.987906 0.998295 1. 0.999997 1.

<K(O)) 0.0039493 0.0065866 0.0064885 0.003640 0.0029065 0.00274282 0.00274273 0.00274273
(K(1)) 0.0035682 0.007074 0.011758 0.0051966 0.0033016 0.002743 0.00274273 0.00274273

(V(0)) 0.00208999 0.0062369 0.0095376 0.0164669 0.017871 0.0182298 0.018230 0.018230
<V(1)> 0.00247985 0.0057491 0.00485025 0.0149103 0.017476 0.018225 0.018229 0.018230

(H(0)) 0.060393 0.0128235 0.0160261 0.0201069 0.0207775 0.0209726 0.0209727 0.0209727
(H(I)) 0.060393 0.0128235 0.0160261 0.0201069 0.0207775 0.0209726 0.0209727 0.0209727

tr( p2(0)} 0.304651 0.556046 0.66793 0.782037 0.789763 0.790569 0.790569 0.790569
tr( p2(1)} 0.304651 0.556046 0.66793 0.782037 0.789763 0.790569 0.790569 0.790569

Err(av) 3.4x102 3.3x102 4.1X102 9.5x103 2.6X103 1.1X1O5 1.8X106
Err(max) 5.6 X 10—2 7.3 X 102 1.2)< 10_I 2.7x 102 7.2X iO~ 4.2X i0~ 1.1 X
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Table2(c) 32 points (Pmax= 6ii a.u. to 8’rr a.u.). The error
Resultsfor a minimum volume phasespace analysisof the elementsof the densityoperator

N 24 leadsto the sameconclusionregardingthe conver-
0.125 gencerateas that extractedfrom the behaviourof
3 analytical the selectedexpectationvalues.

Pm,,x 8uu In table 2(b), the convergencein phasespace

tr{p(O)) 0.999996 1. with respectto extendingthe length / of the grid
tr~p(I)) 0.999997 1 in the coordinatedirection is displayed.The maxi-

0.00274307 0.00274273 mum momentumhas beenkept constantat Pmax
0.00274936 0.00274273 = 10’rr. Convergenceof both initial and final ex-

0.0182288 0.018230 pectationvaluesoccurs for a grid sizebetween20
0.0182225 0.018230 and32 points(/ = 2, a.u. to / = 3.2 a.u.). Combin-

~H(0)) 0.0209719 0.0209727 ing the convergedlimits of tables2(a) and 2(b),
0.0209719 0.0209727 the minimum volume of phase space has been

estimatedto be 24h [seeeq. (3.2)]. This hasbeen
tr{ p

2(0)) 0.790567 0.790569 .

tr{p2(1)) 0.790567 0.790569 explicitly checkedby choosingPmax = 8’rr a.u.and
I = 3 a.u. as displayed in table 2(c). Once the

Err(av) 1.1 )< 1O~ volume of phasespaceis largeenoughto describe
Err(max) 3.9X 10
________________________________________________ the stateof the systemat all times, convergence

is very fast. This predicted behaviouris clear in
table2.

analyticalexpectationvaluesaccordingto eq.(4.3). The convergencein time—energyphasespace
Rememberingthat care has been taken to con- has been checked by varying the number of
verge the time propagation for this table, the Chebychevpolynomialsin the expansionequation
conservedquantities maintain their value to the (2.22). The momentum—coordinatephasespace
accuracyof the computer.Indeed,(~(t)), (H(t)) hasbeenchosenlargeenough(40 h) to assurethat
and (p2(t)) are conservedfor all their entriesin no errors are introduceddue to grid limitations.
table2. Inspectingtable2(a), it is noticedthat the The sameinitial statehas beenpropagatedfor a
initial expectationvaluesare convergedfor a grid time of 0.1 cycle, 1 cycle and 5 cycles of the
of ten points (pm,,,,= 1.S’rr a.u.). However, the oscillator. Table 3 displaysthe expectationvalues
propagatedexpectation values are rather poorly and the errors after propagationfor the above
representedfor this grid. The convergenceof the three times as a function of the number of
propagatedvaluesoccursfor a largergrid of 20 to Chebychevpolynomials Nch. For all times the

Table3(a)
Convergenceof the methodwith respectto the“time—energy” phasespacefor t = 0.1 oscillatorcycles

Et 40 40 40 40 40 40 40
Nch 16 39 41 45 48 53 58 analytical

tr{p(O.l)) 0.06166 0.53871 0.79453 0.975672 0.993284 0.999932 1. 1.

<K(O.1)> 0.000226 0.00420 0.006278 0.0078571 0.008025 0.0080927 0.0080934 0.0080934

<17(0.1)) 0.001066 0.0070965 0.010386 0.0126054 0.0128068 0.0128786 0.0128793 0.0128793

<H(0.l)) 0.00129 0.011298 0.0166635 0.0204625 0.0208319 0.0209713 0.0209727 0.0209727

tr( p2(0J)) 0.000399 0.2066 0.4760 0.747312 0.781132 0.790441 0.790567 0.790569

Err(av) 6.lx1O~3 3.5XlO~3 l.6X1O3 1.9x104 3.4X1O~5 6.0x107 47X1O8
Err(max) l.4XI01 7.0xl02 3.2XlO~2 3.9x10~3 1.1 x103 l.3x1O6 3.3x107
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Table3(b)
Convergenceof themethod with respectto the“time—energy”phasespacefor t = 1 oscillatorcycles

Et 400 400 400 400 400 400
Nch 82 395 405 410 428 436 analytical

tr(p(1)) —0.0085 0.35895 0.903563 0.965407 0.99921 1. 1.

<K(l)) +0.000145 0.0009144 0.0024396 0.0026234 0.00274228 0.00274274 0.00274274

<17(1)) —0.0000033 0.006487 0.0165105 0.0176238 0.0182288 0.01822 0.018230

<H(l)) —0.000178 0.007401 0.0189562 0.0202472 0.0209711 0.0209727 0.0209727

tr(p
2(1)) 0.00024 0.100175 0.648651 0.73874 0.70461 0.790569 0.790569

Err(av) — 5.O><iO~ 7.5X1O~4 2.6X104 22X106 l.8X106
Err(max) — 8.OX1O~2 l.2X1O~2 4.4X1O3 l.1X1O—5 1.lX1O~5

Table 3(c)
Convergenceof themethod with respectto the “time—energy” phasespacefor t = 5 oscillatorcycles

Et 2000 2000 2000 2000
Nch 1995 2005 2020 2065 analytical

tr(p(5)) 0.636346 0.891428 0.988003 1. 1.

<K(S)) 0.0016077 0.00232 0.00267367 0.00274294 0.00274293

<1/(5)) 0.0117381 0.016367 0.0180474 0.0182298 0.018230

<H(S)) 0.0133459 0.0186957 0.0207211 0.0209727 0.0209727

tr{p2(S)) 0.330158 0.637405 0.774154 0.790569 0.790569

Err(av) 2.7X1O~3 3.1x1O~4 8.2x105 4.6X10~6
Err(max) 4.6x102 l.4X102 1.6X1O3 l.8X1O~5

convergenceis reachedwhen Nch is larger than 5. Splitting of the densityoperatordueto potential
thevolume of the time—energyphasespaceEt, the scattering:illustrative example
overheadof the calculationbeing definedas the
number of Chebychevpolynomials exceedingEt. Oneof the fundamentalprocessesof quantum
This overheadhas beentermed “tail” in the dis- mechanicsis the scatteringof a particle due to a
cussionfollowing eq. (3.3). The shorter the time, collision with a potential. In the examplestudied,
thelargerthe relativeoverheadbecomes.At t = 0.1 the initial stateis localizedat the left-hand sideof
cycle in table 3 the relative overheadis around the potential having averagemomentumdirected
20%,while at t = 5 cycles the relative overheadis towardsit (figs. 1, 2, t = 0). The probabilityden-
3% only. This confirms the statementthat the sity of the particleis split up by the potential into
desire for efficiency imposes the usageof long a transmitted and a reflected part. This simple
time steps. descriptionalreadycontainsthe fundamentaldif-

It is remarkablethat the highaccuracyis main- ficulties of the non-local interpretationof quan-
tamedfor a polynomial expansionof a few thou- turn mechanics[62]. In the classicalintuitive pic-
sandterms. ture the particleis eitherreflectedor transmitted.
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In this section, this processis chosenas a t=~00a.u.. 002

demonstrationof a physical processfor which a
sity operator formalism. Moreover, the method _~~_~-“ ,“, I’,

consistentdescriptionis only possibleby the den- 040 -

developedin this work allows the direct calcula- = 3000

tion of thephysicalquantitiesinvolved; in particu- 002

lar, the entropy increaseinherentin the irreversi- 0,40 ,/\ sot

ble characterof the measurementprocesses.For a ~ ~ \._.__~,

detaileddescription of the many views and con- ~ I t = 2000 au.. >

troversiesconcerningthis issue, the readeris re- ~-

paper of Cramer [64]. The formalism used here ~} ‘ ~“ , T ~
ferred to the book of Jammer[63] and the review 040 00

follows von Neumann[1] andLindblad [65,66]. 080 I
In this examplea Gaussianpotential hasbeen ‘ t= 1000au~ 002

chosen, 040

001

o,
00j ___________________ o~J(x) = l,~exp[_(x_xo)2/2$j, (5.1) 080 t=Oau.. 002

e4o ,,‘, T ~

0.80 1 = 2500au. ~ ~o. o.os 1 ~ “r - I o.os
-13 -tO •8 -5 -3 0 3 5 8 tO 3

0.40 1 ,‘, 1 x(a.u.)

/‘\, ,“ ‘ Fig. 2. Reflection and transmissionof a Gaussianmixed stateby a Gaussianpotential. Eachpaneldisplaysa snapshotof the
1 = 2000 ~ 1 002 diagonal elementsof thedensity operatorin coordinatespace

I -s 00I (solid line). The potentialis drawnby a dashedline.

Io.~
1 1= 1500a.u. j ~ where V0 and $ are the strengthand rangeof the

0,40 1 iii potential respectively.The initial densityoperator

I ,- , T ~ hasaGaussianform expressedby eq.(3.6). Both a

040 = au. 1 0.02 beenusedas initial conditions.Although the pur-080 ~ I pure state (fig. 1) and mixed state (fig. 2) have/ ‘s, so pose of the calculation is only illustrative, the

‘5.. ‘ ‘ I physicalparametersof the systemhavebeencho-

potential barrier of the H + H2 reaction. This080 “ t=500au. sen to mimic the tunneling processthrough the
0.40 1 (\, I oo samemodel could serve to describea hydrogen

~I , -“ “h , -[ ~ atom diffusing by tunneling on a metal surface

1 i=Oa.u. [67,68]. Table4 summarizesthe physical parame-
tersusedin this example.

040 1 A ~‘‘s~ T The collision processis demonstratedin fig. 11 -~‘ , “S, I in which the probability density in coordinate
-tO -8 -6 .4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 tO

x(a.u.) / space (x I I x) is displayed for different snap
shots.The splitting up of the initial density into

Fig. 1. Reflectionandtransmissionof a Gaussianpure stateby
a Gaussianpotential. Eachpanel displaysa snapshotof the an asymptotictransmittedand reflectedparts is
diagonalelementsof thedensity operatorin coordinatespace apparent.This distinction is a physicalobservable

(solid line). Thepotentialis drawnby a dashedline, associatedwith a projectionoperators
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Table 4(a) wheree is the unit step function. Following von
Physical parametersfor thecollision process(purestate) Neumann [1], the state of the systemafter the

Physicalparameters abovemeasurementbecomes:
mass 1823 a.u.
Potential: ~5’(t) = Pp~(t)P+ ~ (5.3)
V

0 0.0156 au.
j3 0.5 bohr~

2 This expressionrepresentsthe “reduction of the
wave packet” assumptionwhich is central to the

Grid parameters description of the quantum mechanicalmeasure-
N 80

025 a.u. ment processes.The probabilities of the position
500 a.u. observablesP and ~ describingthe particlebeing

Nc

5 46 to the right or to the left of the potential are

initial conditions respectively:
<x(O)) —3.5 au.
<p(O)) 7.Oa.u. PR = tr(~(t)P), PL = tr(p(t)Q), (5.4)
<x

2(O)) 12.501 au.
the valuesof which are summarizedin table5 as a

<l/2(xp(O)+ px(0))) —24.5 au.
<p2(0)) 50_U a.u. function of time. Asymptoticvaluesof PR and PL

are reached for times longer than 3000 atomic<E) 00137173 a.u.
units.f 0.251001

tr(p2) 0.998004 One of the main features of the reduction

1= (<x2) — <x)2)(<p2) — <p)2)—(1/2<xp+ px) — <x)<p))2 processesis its irreversibility [1,65]. This fact is
demonstratedby the increaseof entropy for the
reduced state ~5’(t) of eq. (5.3), S(,i5’) =

Table 4(b) — tr{ ~‘ ln ~5’} displayedas a function of time in
Physical parametersfor thecollision process(mixed state) table 5. The monotonicincreasein S(,5’) is clear

Physicalparameters for boththe pureandmixed initial states.This is a
mass 1823 au. numerical confirmation of a fundamentalresult
Potential: provedby Lindblad [69]:
~0 0.0156au.
P O.Sbo~2 S(~’(t))~s(~(t))=S(~(O)), (5.5)

Grid parameters

100 emphasizingthe irreversible nature of the mea-
1125 a.u. surementprocess[1]. The information contentof
1000 au. this measurementis givenby [70]:

Nc

5 82
I=—(PRInPR+PLInPL) (5.6)

initial conditions

<x(O)) —5.0 au. Other measuresof irreversibility may also be
<p(O)) 7.0 a.u. calculateddirectly.
<x

2(O)) 27.0 au.
<l/2(xp(O) + px(0))) —36.0 a.u.
<p2(O)) 50.0 au. Table 5

<E) 0.0138533au. Entropiesand probabilitiesof being right or left of the poten-
1.0 iial barrier as a function of time for a mixed initial stateof

tr(p2} 0.5 table4(b)

/ 0 1000 2000 3000 4000

PR 0.99986 0.99685 1177499 0.70050 070588
P = &(x) (5.2) PL 0.00014 0.00315 0.22501 029950 029412

S(p) 0.95477 095477 0.95478 095479 1195479
and S(p’) 0.95521 096143 1.20845 12321 124563

I 000138 0.02129 0.53318 0.61044 0.60580
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A repeatedmeasurementand therefore a re- a unique environment to explicitly illustrate
peatedreductionprocessis oneof the routeslead- fundamentalphenomenain quantummechanics.
ing to a semigroup(non-unitary)evolution [71], a At this point it is proper to mention a few
subjectto be treatedin a futurepaper. limitations of the method. Studying the density

One of the important options built into the operator requires twice the dimensionality en-
density operator formalism is the possibility of countered in wavefunction studies, this feature
selectingonly oneof the branchesof the previous increasingthe numericaleffort considerably.Due
collision asan initial statefor a newprocess.The to the usageof the FFT device, the phasespace
new normalizedinitial statetakesthe form: used has a rectangularshape. One can imagine

problemsfor which the volume in phasespacecan
,. \ — Qj5 (t) ~ (5 8~ be reducedby a more elaborateboundary.More-

PQ~t,J— tr(,5(t)~) . / over, symmetry considerationsmay dictate the
choice of curvilinear coordinates for which an
appropriateFFT device has to be designed[73].

Finally, solving a time-dependentproblemmay be

expensiveif only asymptoticresults, such as in a6. Concluding remarks scatteringexperiment, are sought. However, in-

sight is gained regarding the instantaneousdy-

The Liouville—von Neumannequationprovides namicalmechanism.
a unified descriptionof dynamicaland statistical In view of the encouragingresultsof the pres-
phenomena.In this work it hasbeendemonstrated ent study, future possibledevelopmentsinclude:
that a solution to this equation is feasible; there- the treatmentof multi-dimensionalproblems,open
fore, practicalmodelingof realistic systemsis pos- systemspossessingdissipation,and explicit time-
sible. Thepresentmethod hasshownflexibility in dependentLiouville superoperators.
thechoiceof physicalparameterssuchas a change The treatmentof multi-dimensionalsystemsis
of the potential. In section 4 the accuracyand an extensionof the presentwork. However, the
convergencepropertiesof the method havebeen growth of the computationaleffort with dimen-
investigated. High accuracyhas been obtained sionality scalesas L

2D whereL is a characteristic
using a phase-spaceboundaryslightly exceeding length and D is the dimension of configuration
the minimum theoreticalvalue, this beingan mdi- space. Inspectionof two- and three-dimensional
cation of the fast rate of convergenceimplying examplesmay provide a feeling to the extent of
efficiency. Efficiency is also obtainedby the natu- thesenumerical efforts. A onedimensionalphase
ral vectorization options provided by the al- spacegrid of 32 X 32 (1024points)is elevatedin a
gonthm,in particular, the FFT routines, two-dimensionalstudy to 1048576points, namely,

An exactly solvable model has been used to onemegawordof computermemoryis needed.To
check the performanceof the method. Conver- date this amount of storageis feasible on most
gencein configurationspaceand convergencein available computers. In three dimensions, sam-
the time propagationhaveconfirmed the theoreti- pling phasespacereachesthe size of 1073741824
cal expectations.This pilot study gives the as- points(onegigawordof storage),this being within
surancethat the algorithmfunctionscorrectly. the limits of currently installed hardware.Extra-

The method having been establisheda typical polatingto four dimensions,storagerequirements
non-trivial examplehas beenchosen,namely,the reachabout1000 gigawords— beyondpresent-day
splitting up of the probability density due to capabilities.Processingsucha vast amountof data
scatteringoff a potential barrier. In this example requires massiveparallel architectures.The FFT
it was possibleto monitor the branchingof an algorithmandotherpartsof the methodpresented
initial non-pure state into transmitted and re- here are extremelysuitable to a parallel architect-
flected parts.To summarize,it can be statedthat ural design.Forsuchalgorithmsit hasbeenshown
thediscretedensityoperatormethodhasproduced [41—43]that the computationalduration can be
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reducedto &(log N) from the sequentialscaleof Appendix
~(N log N). Currently, the method is being ex-
tendedto higher dimensionsutilizing vector and The Lagrangecoefficientsin eq. (3.6) A0 — A5
low-order parallel machines.The ability to treat as a function of the expectationvalues (i), (~)
more dimensionspermits the study of collision <~2) 1/2( ~.)3+ fri) <~

2~are presented.
processes such as elastic scattering, inelastic Define:
scattering and reactive collisions. Examples in
moleculardynamicsincludeenergytransferamong ~ — 1 1 + 1 1A 1
translational,vibrationalandrotationaldegreesof ~ — n — 1 ‘

freedom.The new aspectof the presentstudy is
the incorporation of mixed states in these where:
processes,a directstimulation of the experimental
situation. The usageof the densityoperatorfor- f (<-~)— (x)2)(<p2) — (p)2)
malismpermits the study of multiple collisionsas / — 2

indicatedin sectionS. —((~P— —~--h)— (j~)(~)) . (A.2)
Dynamicsin a condensedphaseinvolvesneces-

sarily relaxationanddissipationphenomena.The Define:
only consistenttreatmentis via the densityoper-
ator formalism, as a pure state evolves into a 2h2 —i

mixed statein suchprocesses.A detailedstudy of ~ = $(e~— 1) + , (A.3)
theseaspectsis postponedto a future paper[38].

Explicit time dependencemay originate from then:
the presenceof an external field, the electromag-
netic field being an example.Atoms and mole- A

3 = ~~p
2) — (p)2)

cules subject to intense laser radiation have at- ,. 1

tracted much experimentaland theoretical inter- A
4 = 2~(xp — -~-h) — (x )(p)

est. The external field may possessa stochastic A — ~ =2~— / .5\2\ (A.4)
component meaning a random variation of its — k~ / \X/J,

phase and amplitude [72]. Another source of a A1 = 2A3(x) — A4(p),
time-dependent Liouville superoperatorresults 2 = —2 A5 < fr) — A ~(
from treatinga subsetof the degreesof freedomin
an approximatefashion. Commonexamplesare Equation (3.6) takesthe form:
classicaland semiclassicalapproximations.Mean 1
field approximationsinduce time dependenceinto p(x, x’) = -~-—Jdp exp(wo + w1x + w2p + w3x

2
the generatorsof the equationsof motion. In the
frameworkof mean-fieldmethodsalgebraicmeth- + + ~ ~2 ) <x I i )<~I x’)
ods [17—19]can be incorporatedinto a selected
part of the degreesof freedom. = -~— exp(w

0+ w1x + w3x2)f dp

xexp~(w2+ w4x ±ix — ix’)p + w5p2J
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2(p.w
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334.
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2(4, — A

4X2A1) + r
4~j.sw
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4(4A
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